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Details of Visit:

Author: The Joshua Tree
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 26 Jun 2018 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Discrete and spacious ground floor flat just minutes from Pimlico Tube Station. Easy to find even for
a non-Londoner like me. Postcode sent via text and Google maps did the rest. Unable to comment
on Parking as I arrived on foot and don't drive when in London. Bedroom was large and comfortable
and a fan was a welcome addition to the room.

The Lady:

Tall Romanian lady aged early to mid-twenties. Numerous photos on her HOD profile and on
Twitter. All are accurate and representative of how Elizabeth looks which quite frankly is just
stunning.

The Story:

A two day visit to the capital and I was determined to make the most of the opportunity. There are
so many beautiful ladies on the HOD website that it's almost impossible to choose who to see. I had
always been drawn to Elizabeth's profile however as her pictures are always so tasteful and classy.
For privacy and discretion Elizabeth chooses not to show her face in her online pictures and for
some this may be a cause for concern. For me however it just added to the intrigue and made me
want to meet her even more. Delighted to find that Elizabeth was in London during my stay I booked
the week before and confirmed via text on the day. A little mix up initially over timings but a quick
phone call and the friendly maid assured me all was ok and our meeting was still going ahead as
planned, cue a huge sigh of relief. I arrived a couple of minutes before booking time and was shown
into the bedroom to wait. A shower was available but I was staying in a hotel around the corner and
had showered just literally minutes before our meeting.

Exactly on time Elizabeth came into the room and I was immediately struck by how incredibly
beautiful she was and she looked amazing. Elizabeth has the looks and figure which would be the
envy of any model or gymnast and she would certainly grace any of the world's catwalks. Elizabeth
was wearing a lovely black number which tied behind the neck and high heels which made her
appear quite tall. upon removal however we were roughly the same height. A quick kiss and
introduction and Elizabeth asked what I was looking for in our time together. After spending the
morning in a meeting room and the afternoon travelling I wasn't feeling overly energetic and
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London's 30 degree heat wasn't exactly helping. I said I was quite happy just to go with the flow and
was looking for a laid back and relaxed experience with a beautiful lady and boy did Elizabeth
deliver. A quick undress and with some music playing we laid on the bed.

For the first few minutes I just couldn't stop kissing this stunning lady and every inch of her
incredible body. Elizabeth really is 100% natural and what you see online is exactly the lady that
you meet. She has the most amazing natural breasts and I could have happily given them hours of
attention. We eventually moved into 69 for some time which was amazing and then onto sex in
various positions. I won't go into the gory details of our time together because quite frankly there
where none. There was no kinky stuff, no toys or fetishes. This was just slow, sensuous, erotic and
amazing sex with a stunningly beautiful partner. Positions and services included the usual
Missionary, Doggy, Cowgirl, OWO and RO. I know this may be too vanilla for some but it was
exactly what I was looking for and it was just fucking incredible. I can't comment on whether or not
Elizabeth has a more naughty side or not but the way she winked at me whilst sat astride my face
and riding me cowgirl suggests that she has. Perhaps something to explore next time. Those
images are now forever engraved on my mind and will never be forgotten. In between positions
Elizabeth and I spoke quite openly and honestly about each others private lives and future plans
etc. I found Elizabeth really laid back and she is so easy going that the conversation just flowed.
You can tell that a lady is special when the time spent laid in her arms having a chat, a laugh and a
joke is just as precious as the more intimate moments. During our time together Elizabeth made me
feel like a million dollars, or 10 million as she jokingly said it should be. Sadly and far too quickly
Elizabeth said that it had been a pleasure to meet me, which was a discrete and polite way of letting
me know that my time was up.

I was Elizabeth's last appointment of the day and as I got dressed she left the room to do the same
before returning wearing a pair of tight jeans and tee shirt. Elizabeth looked just as beautiful
wearing clothes as she did without and I have absolutely no doubt that she turns heads wherever
she goes.
Meeting Elizabeth was just an amazing experience and it's one that I will never forget and hope to
repeat again one day.

Elizabeth you are just so stunningly beautiful, elegant, graceful and utterly charming and I cannot
thank you enough for seeing me.

Love @John1592164
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